A Message from the Creative Cobras of
Room 1004.
Hi Ms. Rea. We are the Creative Cobras of Grade 2. You have
probably heard about us from our teacher Mr Rea. Our unit at
the moment is called Discovery and amongst other things we
have been learning to discover what is beyond Earth by using
scientific thinking. We have had an idea for a way that we
would like to increase our learning by visiting the Community
Garden. But first let us fill you in on what we have been doing.
During our research we discovered something called the Eden
Project which we heard that you had been to, which is made
up of Biomes or Biospheres. We were also investigating the
wonders of the Solar System and it made us question if it
would be possible to live on other planets and how people could
do this. We also found something about this in a Discovery
Channel Video. We decided we would like to investigate Biomes
further…………

Hi Ms Rea its Mr Rea,
Our class have been enjoying this investigation, the request
for which came from them. So far this investigation has been
really useful.
-That it is making the children think about the unique weather
conditions that we have on Earth compared to the rest of the
Solar System and how this has been conducive to life.
-It is giving the children the chance to be scientists and set
up experiments involving predicting, observing and reflecting
on what can be learned.
-There has been lots of connection and collaboration.

Yesterday Yanna and Eloise asked if we could place some
biospheres in the very hot and very shady areas of the
Community Garden which is somewhere where we love to go
and sometimes have snack or read there. The hot could
simulate the rocky inner planets and the shadier areas some
of the moons of the gas giants. This way we can observe
growth and share our learning with the rest of the school
community. Could it be possible for us to do this?
Warm wishes, Creative Cobras J

